
Snakes in the Desert

The southwest desert is home to

several varieties of rattlesnakes. The

most common are the western

diamondback, the Mohave rattler (AKA
Mojave green), and the sidewinder.
All of these are vipers - the animal
uses venom injected during its bite to
hunt its prey. This venom could be
potentially lethal to humans and pets.
These snakes are distinctive in that

they all have a diamond shaped head,
a narrow neck and a thick main body.
Colors range from brown to gray to
greenish tones, but sometimes buff in
appearance. Blending with the
surroundings favors survival. Lengths
can vary between three and four feet.
The rattles on the end of the tail

(some times called "buttons") are a
material similar to that of your
fingernail. The rattling noise is caused
by these buttons vibrating against
each other and can sound like a buzz

or steam being released under high
pressure. These creatures are
non-confrontational—If a snake is

rattling, that means it senses you and
is warning you off. As with any animal,
if it is cornered or with its young, it will
defend its territory. Ravens, hawks,
owls, and other predators feed on
snakes, therefore they avoid being out
in the open as much as possible.
Western diamondbacks prefer a rocky
habitat with lots of holes and crevices.

The other listed snakes prefer thick
brush and grasses. Exercise caution
when hiking around these places.

Co-existing with Snakes

Rattle snakes are amazing creatures.

Though they are deaf, they have ke

en eyesight and sense of smell. They

can sense vibrations on the ground

to alert them of approaching prey. A

pair of heat sensing pits located

between their eyes and nostrils

allows them to sense differences in

temperatures of as little as a fraction

of a degree. This in essence gives

them vision even In total darkness.

They can successfully hunt prey and

avoid larger predators based upon

their heat signature.

Snakes are generally active at night

when temperatures are cooler.

Being reptiles, they are most active

between the temperatures of 70-90

degrees Fahrenheit from spring to

late fail. Rattlesnakes hibernate

during the cold winter months.

In spite of rattlesnakes' notoriety,

they play an important role in the

ecological system. For example they
control various rodent populations

such as mice, rats and even ants.

Many people are surprised to learn

that snakes can outrun a human.

Speeds of up to 35 MPFi have been

recorded. Snakes can swim in water

and can climb trees or walls to

pursue prey. Caves, Burroughs, and

mine shafts are favorite rattlesnake

habitats.

Hiking in Snake Country

The venom produced by these
snakes (actually a toxic saliva) is a
complex mixture of enzymes.
Mohave greens produce a
neurotoxin which destroys nerves
and nerve tissues. It's one of the

most potent of rattlesnake ven
oms. The others produce a
hemotoxin which destroys blood
ceils and tissues. These snakes

strike their prey then follow behind
until the victim expires. The snake
then swallows the catch whole.

When in Snake Country:

Always be alert when traveling
through thick brush or rocky
Outcroppings.

Use a walking stick to check under
brush or around crevices where

recoiled snakes could lay.

Wear high-top boots or snake
chaps if available.

Use care when moving piles of
brush, logs and tarps.

Most people are bitten by either
accidentally stepping on the snake
or while trying to kill the snake. On
average, about 20% of ail bites
inject venom. The best first aid in
case of bites is to transport the
victim to a first aid clinic or

hospital as soon as possible.
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